THE TAIL END OF THE TALE. Miss Olivia McIlwain, of Chicago, purchased what she thought was a talisman polished Boston bull pup and found it had a tail. So she is using the original owner of the dog for her money back on the grounds that no pedigreed Boston bull should have a tail.

"MAY BACK in 1652 a young girl of the Baltic fleet was drowned, during her circumference, she would be the last of the English to die, and with the recent death of Miss Olivia McIlwain, Edward L. Chappell keeps his promise." (International News)

A "GOOFY SECOND LOVE" was assigned to the boudoirs of the house of David Rockefeller and other wealthy residents of Lake Forest, according to the police authorities at Fort Tiernan.

THE UNITED STATES NEXT. After years of persistence in Tibet and the Trans-Himalaya, the Baroness Helena de Rothschild, Swiss explorer, is making history among the highest peaks of the world.

PEARL'S SOAP WOULD HAVE SAVED HIM. This tiny thermostat figure of a man was once normal size, probably a good hit over six feet in height. The Swiss Indians of Ecuador massacred their dead by a process that greatly reduced the bodies in size, through perfectly retaining the natural proportions and expressions.

IN THESE PIPING TIMES OF PEACE we like to read of deeds of valor on the battlefield. A recent recognition of a war hero was the decoration the other day of Frank J. Irwin, commander of the Disabled American Veterans Association of New York, with the D. B. C.